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KSII COMMUNITY ISSUES AND PROGRAMMING  
October 1, 2015 – December 31, 2015 
 
KSII serves the El Paso market and its surrounding communities.  Listed below is 
a description of the community issues addressed by the station in its 
programming for the period October 1, 2015 – December 31, 2015, through on 
air content, appearances by various air staff and the KSII Promotions 
Department, and through public service announcements running in place of 
regular commercial inventory, or within dedicated station-promo inventory.    
 

1. Charitable Causes – The fourth quarter is when many end of year 
fundraising initiatives occur.   
 

2. El Paso City Politics – Our area is evolving from a “sleepy Border Town” 
to a more progressive, growing metropolitan area.  City politicians are 
divided as “modern” vs. the “backwards” and self-serving.  Controversial 
practices and questionable decisions dominate editorial Political headlines 
in all media.             

 
3. Health and Well Being – October is the month for thigh profile “Breast 

Cancer Awareness Month.”  In conjunction the KISS Mike & Tricia Show 
holds their “Pink Ribbon Week” campaign supporting these efforts.  KLAQ 
Morning Show co-host Stephanie McMaster began her quit smoking 
campaign with the assistance of “A Smoke Free Paseo Del Norte.”            
 

4. Presidential Election – The 2016 Presidential debates continued this 
quarter with 5 Republican debates (9/16, 10/28, 11/10, 11/20, 12/3, 
12/15), and 5 Democratic debates (10/13, 11/6, 11/14, 11/24, 12/19) all 
haven taken place.  Republican Party candidate Donald Trump continued 
to dominate headlines as his outrageous and controversial statements 
spurred much conversation about the merit of his opinions and validity of 
his Candidacy.  

5. Recreation – Always a strong topic subject for discussion because of the 
active lifestyle of the KLAQ target audience, and family concerns of the 
KISS target audience life group.    
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DESCRIPTION OF REGULAR PROGRAMS 
  
 5:00 am Viewpoints 30-minutes 
      

A Nationally syndicated program produced by MediaTracks, 
out of Des Plaines, IL.  

    
Viewpoints feature a half-hour look at important issues in the news and in 
our lives.  
 
5:30 am El Paso Town Square 30-minutes  

An in-house locally produced program.  
 
El Paso Town Square is a weekly half-hour informed discussion about 
the issues and concerns of El Paso, including topics of concern impacting 
El Pasoans originating from the surrounding states of New Mexico and 
Chihuahua, Mexico.  Various hosts talk with community leaders, 
representatives of local and state agencies, and charitable organizations, 
in an effort to create awareness and inspire pro-active involvement with 
causes and agencies.   
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COMMMUNITY ISSUES RELATED PROGRAMMING 
 
 
CHARITABLE CAUSES  
 
Friday, October 9, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 
We let listeners know that the coming Saturday, the El Paso Fire Department 
was giving away a free fire extinguisher and showing people how to use them.  
There had been several house fires in the recent weeks, and the EPFD wanted 
to show people how easy an extinguisher was to use, as well as how important it 
is to have one in your home. 
 
Sunday, November 1, 2015, 5:30 a.m.  
El Paso Town Square – Junior League and a Christmas Fair 
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Diane Loper 
How long has the Junior League of El Paso been in existence?  
How does a women become a member? 
You now are working on an endowment, is that correct 
How many El Paso members are there? 
What are your projects throughout the year? 
The Christmas Fair has been going on how long 
Please share the addressed of your social media sites 
What can you say to women thinking about joining the Junior League? 
Who is the President-Elect and other Officers? 
 
 
EL PASO CITY POLITICS 
 
Friday, October 16, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 
Another hot topic that morning was the announcement by County officials that 
they wanted to start a program where El Pasoans could pay two extra dollars 
when they registered their vehicle to help other vehicle owners get car repairs or 
buy a car that could pass inspection. Our listeners were incensed that the County 
would ask them to pay money because someone couldn’t keep up their financial 
responsibility on their vehicle.  The calls were very animated. 
 
Thursday, October 22, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
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7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
During our morning newscasts, we brought out listeners up to date on the latest 
in the ongoing saga of the City’s inability to renovate the central park area of 
downtown El Paso.  The park is one hundred years old, and has been 
undergoing an extensive renovation for almost three years.  It was supposed to 
take one year, and in this, the centennial year of the park, the renovations would 
prevent the annual Christmas lights display.  Our listeners were pretty incensed 
that another year would pass without the lights in the park and were very vocal 
about their displeasure. 
 
Monday, November 2, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
How would you like to call up City Council and get speed bumps put on your 
street without having to go through the mess and hassle of following the rules?  
We told listeners about the case of speed humps that appeared earlier this year 
in front of a private high school of which a city council representative was an 
alum.  The project was pushed through by El Paso’s city manager and paid for 
with taxpayer dollars, instead of by the school as is the case with public schools.  
It is the latest in a string of questionable moves by the city manager and city rep. 
 
Tuesday, November 3, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
Road construction, particularly on the city’s Westside, has become a very hot 
topic because of the problems in getting around all the orange barrels and closed 
streets.  The City announced that another major construction project was going 
to begin, and it would mean road closures and massive problems with commutes 
that would add even more headaches to the Westside commute, and the project 
wasn’t scheduled to finish up until 2018.  We talked with very frustrated listeners 
who said the projects already in place were adding up to 45 minutes to their 
commutes in some cases.  We even heard from listeners who said they were 
considering moving to another side of town to get away from the problems. 
 
Monday, November 9, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
Road construction was on the minds of listeners again.  City officials announced 
that a very heavily trafficked on-ramp that had been closed for months in 
anticipation of a roads project that never got off the ground would remain closed 
for at least another 18 months because the project was going forward.  It is a 
huge blow to West side residents who are already facing major headaches 
because of a number of ongoing roads projects. 
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Tuesday, November 10, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
A holiday lights project that was very controversial last year, came back to haunt 
El Paso taxpayers this year.  It was discovered that twenty thousand dollars that 
was supposed to be raised to pay for that project by a city rep who said she 
would make sure that taxpayers didn’t foot the bill, was never raised.  Listeners 
were furious to find out that she never did anything to get that money, and that 
we all paid for a project that was so poorly executed that national news outlets 
found out about it and made fun of it on the air. 
 
Wednesday, November 18, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
The city rep who got speed humps put in front of his former high school was 
under a cloud of controversy once again.  He tried to get the City to hire a former 
partner of his and cancel a contract with a firm that was doing financial advising 
for the City without ever notifying any of his colleagues on Council that he had 
once worked for the firm he was pushing.  In addition, he never put the item to 
cancel the contract with the existing firm on Council’s agenda, or put it to a vote 
to get a new firm.  Listeners got very interested in the antics of this particular city 
rep. 
 
Friday, December 4, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
After the revelations of the city rep who didn’t tell anyone about his ties to a 
financial planning firm he was trying to get the City to hire, City Council decided 
to vote to have an independent investigator check into the matter.  The city rep 
was adamant that he hasn’t done anything wrong with his alleged back-room 
dealings. 
 
Friday, December 11, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
Just a week after City Council decided to hire an independent investigator to look 
into the shenanigans of a city rep and the city manager came word that the city 
rep had set up a meeting with his former partner and officials with the El Paso 
Water Utilities for them to possibly hire the firm.  Listeners were calling for the 
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city rep and the city manager’s firing or resignation.  The coming year should be 
interesting at City Hall. 
 
Friday, December 18, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 
Roads construction and anything having to do with driving or commuting are very 
big on our listener’s minds right now.  A story about drivers having to back into 
parking spaces in some spots downtown riled everyone up again.  Drivers could 
face a hefty ticket if they don’t back into certain spaces, and listeners said that 
they had gotten tickets because the sign that warns driver of that possibility is in 
a bad place on the street.  There were a lot of angry callers. 
 
 
GUN CONTROL 
 
(The majority of our Cluster’s attention with this issue came was delivered by the 
KLAQ Morning Show.) 
 
Tuesday, October 20, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. 
Texas was about to become an open-carry state in which people with properly 
licensed weapons could carry them openly.  UTEP officials were concerned 
because some professors said they would not be comfortable with a student who 
was carrying a weapon.  The university held a number of forums to discuss the 
issue.  Our listeners weighed in and said they hoped that businesses and other 
public places would ban open-carry. 
 
 
HEALTH & WELL BEING 
 
Monday – Friday, October 5-9, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
6:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
We held our annual Pink Ribbon Week in recognition of Breast Cancer 
Awareness Month.  Each weekday, we sent out the station van to different 
locations around town to pass out pink ribbons and breast cancer awareness 
information.  We team up each year with the El Paso chapter of Susan G. Komen 
and the young ladies from Zeta Tau Alpha at UTEP.  Our listeners are 
encouraged to go by the locations and get the information not only for 
themselves, but for the women in their lives.  We also spend much of the 
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morning speaking with the Komen representative about common myths and 
misconceptions about breast cancer. 
 
Wednesday, October 14, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 
During our Pink Ribbon Week, we encourage women to get mammograms.  We 
also talk about how little discomfort there is during the examination.  I got my 
mammogram done the day before, and on this day, we spoke at length about 
how easy it is to get one, how little discomfort there is, and the places women 
can go to get low-cost and free mammograms.  We also spoke with listeners 
about their mammogram experiences on the air. 
 
Sunday, October 18, 2015, 5:30 a.m.    
El Paso Town Square – Diabetes in El Paso 
Duration: 0:30:00  
Guest: Rosalie Ruiz 
What is best way to learn if you have Diabetes? 
Where would you go and what would you ask to find out your status? 
How many El Paso suffer from Diabetes 
Where are you located and how do people get in touch with you 
How does El Paso compare to the state in Diabetes and in controlling it 
What is Juvenile Diabetes and who does it affect 
There are various stages of Diabetes, Is that correct 
What are your fundraisers throughout the year? 
 
Friday, October 23, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. 
A local community center that had been in operation for over hundred years 
closed its doors.  Many in the neighborhood were concerned about what would 
become of the programs that were offered there.  We let listeners know that they 
were trying to raise necessary funding by opening a community-based organic 
market to not only raise money, but to show people in the low-income area how 
to eat more healthfully.  Our listeners were very interested in the new 
development. 
 
Thursday, October 29, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m. 
El Paso is a military town, and we let listeners know that a local dentist was 
offering to send candy to our troops overseas in exchange for toys.  We let 
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listeners know where the dentist was located, and what type of candy they could 
exchange. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-44   
Sunday, November 1, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 10:02 
Public Speaking: Advice on how to make it less scary 
Compliance: mental health, business, the arts, education 
 
Synopsis:  Speaking in public can be a very anxiety-producing experience, but why? And how 
can we remove some of that anxiety and do a better job in front of an audience? Our guests 
discuss the fear of public speaking and offer advice on how to create, prepare for and deliver a 
speech with confidence. 
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests:  Larry Ventis, professor of psychology at the College of William & 
Mary; Michael Port, speaking coach, author of the book, Steal the Show: From speeches to job 
interviews to deal-closing pitches, how to guarantee a standing ovation for all the performances in 
your life. 
 
Sunday, November 15, 2015, 5:30 a.m.    
El Paso Town Square – Drug Awareness  
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Elaine Holm of Safe El Paso 
How long have you been with organization? 
What is the most difficult of making people understand they have a drug problem? 
What are costs if any associated with your support 
Are there more men or women in your program?  
What is the length of the program and the ages of those involved? 
Do people often relapse? 
What can you say to their families of what they are going through?  
Do you have any fundraisers throughout the year? 
Do you have trained staff and or doctors involved with your program? 
 
Sunday, December 13, 2015, 5:30 a.m.    
El Paso Town Square – Get Healthy in New Year,  
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Ken Wise, Body Builders 
We say get healthy, but what does that mean 
Where you located and what are your hours of operation 
You help many teenagers as well, does that make a difference 
Do children eat healthy and or know what healthy is  
How do you educate teens about the dangers of steroids and Human Growth Hormone?  
How long is your program? 
What about carbohydrates and protein and how they affect body  
How long have you lived in El Paso 
Is El Paso different from other areas of country for teens and muscle development? 
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PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 
 
(The majority of our Cluster’s attention with this issue came was delivered by the 
KLAQ Morning Show.) 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-51  
Sunday, December 20, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:38 
A Pearl Harbor Christmas 
Compliance: international politics, military, consumerism, government  
 
Synopsis: Seventy-four years ago this month, the U.S. was attacked by Japan at Pearl Harbor, 
drawing the country into World War II.  We talk to an author about how FDR, Churchill, MacArthur 
and others planned for the war during those few weeks before the Christmas and New Year’s 
holidays. 
 
Host: Gary Price. Guest:  Stanley Weintraub, historian, author of Pearl Harbor Christmas: A world 
at war 1941. 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 9:55 
Constitutional Myths: How do we know what the founders intended? 
Compliance: law, courts, firearms, the Presidency  
 
Synopsis: When Congress debates a constitutional point, or when the Supreme Court is 
considering a case brought before it, we often hear the question, “what did the framers intend?”  
How does anyone really know what people, who debated issues more than 200 years ago, really 
intended? We talk to two constitutional specialists about the issue, and hear how some Supreme 
Court justices approached an issue that is once again in the news. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Jeffrey M. Shaman, Vincent DePaul Professor of Law, DePaul 
University College of Law, Chicago, IL; Ray Raphael, Sr. Research Fellow, Humboldt State 
University, Arcata, CA, author of Constitutional Myths: What we get wrong and how to get it right. 
 
 
RECREATION 
 
Thursday, October 1, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 7:30 a.m. 
High school bands from all over town were getting set for the 2015 Band 
Marching season kick off.  We spoke with several band members on the air 
about the competition and how well several schools did in the previous year’s 
competition. 
 
Sunday, October 4, 2015, 5:30 a.m.   
El Paso Town Square – Trailblazers Outdoor Program 
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Carlos Rodriguez,  
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Where is event located and what’s the cost 
How did the Trailblazers Program event start? 
Is there a particular age for being a part of the event? 
Tell us about your staff, who they are and what they do 
What type of instructors do you have?  
How long have you been in this area? 
How many children participate? 
Please acknowledge the sponsors who help bring us this program 
 
Thursday, October 8, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 
A local historical group was going to hold a pub crawl to highlight local landmark 
buildings that are in danger of being destroyed by neglect.  Our listeners have 
gotten very interested in this topic, and we spoke at length on the air to people 
who shared memories of these historic buildings, and how sad they were to see 
how poorly they were being maintained. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-41   
Sunday, October 11, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:16  
Teaching Kids to Read: How early? 
Compliance: early childhood education, literacy, recreation 
 
Synopsis:  Every parent wants their child to excel in school, and a big part of succeeding is 
learning to read well. Some parents try to teach their children to read when they’re toddlers, but is 
that too early? When should children be taught to read and how? Our two guests, one a professor 
specializing in early childhood, the other an author of children’s books, share their opinions on the 
subject. 
  
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests:  Margaret Owen, Director of Children and Families at the University of 
Texas at Dallas.  She’s also the Robinson Family Professor of Psychological Sciences, and head 
of the program in Human Development and Early Childhood Disorders. Mark Gonyea, children’s 
writer and author of Monkey Suit.   

 
Thursday, November 5, 2015 
Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 7:30 a.m. 
The El Paso Library system held a contest for a new mascot and we let listeners 
know that they were unveiling the winner that weekend.  The main library in 
downtown El Paso would be holding an event with reading times, and photo 
opportunities with the new mascot, and the very popular minor league baseball 
mascot, Chico the Chihuahua. 
 
Monday, November 16, 2015 
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Mike and Tricia Mornings  
Within Show Content  
7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m. 
During the weeks leading up to Halloween, a local website published a list of 
haunted places in El Paso.  One of the places was what they called an 
abandoned graveyard.  Vandals destroyed almost all the gravestones and made 
a colossal mess on Halloween weekend, but the graveyard is not abandoned.  A 
local media outlet spoke to people whose relatives are buried there, and we let 
listeners know who had published the original story.  We also heard from 
listeners whose family members are buried at the graveyard and how much it 
was going to take to restore the cemetery.  It was a very sad topic. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-49  
Sunday, December 6, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:51 
Adult Coloring Books: Why they’re all the rage and how they benefit grown-ups 
Compliance: arts & recreation, mental health, technology  
 
Synopsis: Remember how much fun it was to crack open a new coloring book and crayons when 
you were a kid? These days, adults are reliving that thrill in huge numbers, maybe even fighting 
their kids for that Burnt Sienna crayon!  Adult coloring books are all the rage, and we talk to two of 
the most popular artists of these books about why and how they put them together, what the 
attraction is for adults and how it can benefit everyone to sit down, relax and color a picture. 
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests: Johanna Basford is an artist and the author of a series of adult 
coloring books, with her latest titled Lost Ocean: An inky adventure and coloring book. Jenean 
Morrison is an artist, designer and author of a series of books, the latest of which is the 2016 
Coloring Calendar. 

 
Viewpoints, Program #15-52  
Sunday, December 27, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:44
New Year’s Celebrations – at home 
Compliance: sports, agriculture, consumerism, recreation, media 
 
Synopsis: Not everyone likes to go out and celebrate the New Year with the hoards in the bars 
and streets. Our guests have ideas on how you can have just as much fun toasting in 2016 at 
home. We’ll hear how you can pair your favorite movies with some creative cocktails; learn about 
and try some new craft beers and food to go along with them, and how to create a cheese platter 
that will go with the bubbly. 
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests: Tim Federle, author of Gone with the Gin: Cocktails with a Hollywood 
Twist; Christian DeBenedetti, co-author with Andrea Slonecker of the book, Beer Bites: Tasty 
recipes and perfect pairings for brew lovers; Gordon Edgar, author of Cheddar: A journey to the 
heart of America’s most iconic cheese. 
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EL PASO TOWN SQUARE OTHER SHOWS 
 

Sunday, October 11, 5:30 a.m. 
El Paso Town Square – Tamalada Event for Cathedral Alumni 
Duration: 0:30:00  
Guest: David Saucedo 
What is a Tamalada 
Tell us the history of the event  
What is special about Cathedral High School? 
How long have you been a part of Alumni Association?  
Who are other officers? 
Is it true 99% of Cathedral Graduates qualify for College? 
 
Sunday, October 25, 2015, 5:30 a.m.   
El Paso Town Square – Miracle League of El Paso 
Duration: 0:30:00  
Guest: Yolanda Salazar 
How did the program get started? 
Was it difficult? 
Tell us where the Miracle Field is located and how does one help 
Do you need volunteer coaches and or is there training 
What are ages of participants? 
What are your fundraisers throughout the year? 
 
Sunday, November 8, 2015, 5:30 a.m.   
El Paso Town Square – Sun Bowl Parade  
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Joe Daubach 
How many floats will there be this year 
Who actually builds the floats and how long does it take 
What is the most difficult part of organizing the parade?  
How long have you been with the Sun Bowl Association? 
What do you enjoy most about the event? 
Why did the date for event settle on Thanksgiving and not New Year’s Day?  
How long is the parade route? 
When are applications due each year?  
Is there a way to volunteer for event? 
The event has been on Channel 9 for how long, tell us about that partnership 
 
Sunday, November 22, 2015, 5:30 a.m.  
El Paso Town Square – Seniors in the Community 
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Joe Rodriguez 
Approximately how many seniors do we have in El Paso?  
Tell us about your organization 
How long have you been there? 
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What is a way to volunteer with your group? 
How many Senior Centers are there to help seniors? 
Do you have Grief Counseling for those that are part of the center and a senior dies 
Are our local seniors very active? 
What events are out there to help seniors? 
Are seniors of today different than yesterday?  
Do you have a phone number for more information? 
What about any social media sites 
 
Sunday, November 29, 2015, 5:30 a.m.    
El Paso Town Square – EFCU presents the Celebration of Light  
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Ken Walters of EFCU 
Why sponsor the Celebration of Lights since 2010? 
What are sponsored events do you have in the community 
What is the role that Credit Unions play in the community as opposed to banks? 
How many branches do you have? 
The Celebration of Lights is the largest event in downtown El Paso, Why is that? 
What will be your message to the citizens of El Paso this year? 
Are you a native El Pasoan and where did you grow up if not 
How many lights are there downtown at the event? 
You also sponsor the fireworks for the event also 
 
Sunday, December 6, 2015, 5:30 a.m.  
El Paso Town Square – Sun Bowl Fan Fiesta  
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Art Munoz 
The Fan Fiesta this year is on Christmas Day, how big a challenge is that  
How much is event 
How much work goes into putting event on? 
Where, and when is the event this year? 
Why do you volunteer each year for this?  
How many people are expected? 
Is there anything different this year than last year?  
How long has Fan Fiesta been going on? 
The Battle of the Bands is always super popular, why is that 
Where can people get info on other Sun Bowl Events? 
 
Sunday, December 20, 2015, 5:30 a.m.   
El Paso Town Square – WestStar Bank Basketball Tourney   
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guest: Barry Kobren    
How long has the tourney been going on? 
Who are the teams this year 
What did Don Haskins mean to Basketball? 
How long have you been with the tourney? 
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What is number for tickets and where to get them? 
How many volunteers are there with tourney? 
How can one become a volunteer? 
  
Sunday, December 27, 2015, 5:30 a.m.   
El Paso Town Square – Sun Bowl Court and their role 
Duration: 0:30:00 
Guests: Queen, Lady in Waiting and Sun Bowl President    
Marilyn Munden, Cassidy Daw, Cindy Van 
As the President what is your role  
How did you join the Sun Bowl Association? 
Are you a native El Pasoan? 
As President how many volunteers do you oversee? 
What do you like the most about your role? 
The Sun Bowl Staff is exceptional, why is that 
As the Sun Bowl Queen, are you excited? 
How do you work with Lady in Waiting and the other Sun Princesses? 
What do you look forward to the most once your reign is over? 
Where do you both go to college? 
How does one apply to be a Sun Princess? 
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VIEWPOINTS OTHER SHOWS & COMPLIANCY 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-40   
Sunday, October 4, 5:00 a.m. 
   
Segment 1 Duration: 11:13  
Entrepreneurs and Success: Advice for Start-Up CEOs,  
Compliance: business, entrepreneurship, finance & investing, technology  
 
Synopsis:  What does it take to be a successful entrepreneur? A hot idea? Venture capital 
money? A lot of internet buzz? Those things help, but our two guests who are both successful 
entrepreneurs and businessmen, say there is a lot more to it, especially if you do business solely 
or mostly on the internet. They’ll give us advice on picking the best partner, why financing your 
venture is a family affair, and how to present yourself in the best way to internet customers. 
  
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests:  Dan Shapiro, the CEO of Glowforge, creator of the board game 
Robot Turtles, author of the book, Hot Seat: The startup CEO guidebook;  Bryan Kramer, CEO of 
PureMatter, author of the book, Shareology: How sharing is powering the human economy. 
   
Segment 2 Duration: 10:26  
Helping Non-Traditional Students Navigate College,  
Compliance: education, immigration, economics, employment, poverty 
 
Synopsis: A college education is usually a ticket to a better job, better health and overall life 
satisfaction – that is if you can get one. Non-traditional students -- those who are older, who work 
full time or who have families – can have a tough time just figuring out how to apply to college, 
talk to a professor or find scholarships or financial aid. Our guest discusses the hurdles non-
traditional students have to clear and what schools and communities can do to make their 
transition into higher education easier. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guest: Mike Rose, faculty member at the UCLA Graduate School of 
Education and Information Studies, and author of the book Back to School: Why everyone 
deserves a second chance at education. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-41   
Sunday, October 11, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 10:20 
The Pawpaw: America’s forgotten fruit  
Compliance: agriculture, business, Native American history, media, African American history 
 
Synopsis:  You can find almost any fruit – domestic and exotic – in the produce section of grocery 
stores across the country these days. There’s one fruit, though, that’s both domestic and exotic 
that you will have a hard time locating: the pawpaw. The once-common fruit has all but 
disappeared from stores except for a few mail order specialty shops and some farmers’ markets. 
We talk to a man who wanted to know more about this exotic, tropical-tasting fruit  so he 
researched its history, culinary uses and the efforts to bring it back into favor here in the states. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guest:  Andrew Moore, author of Pawpaw: In search of America’s 
forgotten fruit.  
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-42   
Sunday, October 18, 5:00 a.m. 
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Segment 1 Duration: 9:37
The Anthropocene: Dealing with climate change around the world  
Compliance: climate change & the environment, endangered species, agriculture, culture 
 
Synopsis:  We’re all familiar with the various ages such as the Jurassic and the Paleozoic, but 
have you ever heard of the Anthropocene? We meet a woman who has traveled around the world 
looking at how climate change caused by humans has transformed areas of our planet and how 
people are looking for creative ways to deal with the changes in lifestyle, agriculture and 
migration caused by these changes. 
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guest:  Gaia Vince, author of Adventures in the Anthropocene: A journey to 
the heart of the planet we made.   
 
Segment 2 Duration: 12:01
Slang, Jargon and Colorful Expressions: Where do they come from? 
Compliance: pop culture, music, media, education  
 
Synopsis: Slang is often thought of as a lower-class way of speaking, although we use it all the 
time and it does make our language more colorful and vibrant. But how does it come into being? 
We talk to a linguist and to an author about why slang and jargon are part of our speech, who 
brings them into our language and why some slang falls out of favor – but should come back. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests:  Robert Leonard, Prof. of Linguistics, Dir. the Graduate Program 
in Forensic Linguistics and of the Institute for Forensic Linguistics, Threat Assessment and 
Strategic Analysis, Hofstra University; Lesley M. M. Blume, author of Let’s Bring Back: The lost 
language edition.  
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-43   
Sunday, October 25, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 9:47 
Halloween Traditions, Costumes and Why We Love to be Scared! 
Compliance: folklore, human behavior, commerce, recreation, history 
 
Synopsis:  It’s the time of year when all the ghosts and goblins, witches and monsters, 
superheroes and villains don their Halloween best and head off to trick-or-treat, party or walk 
through a haunted house. Why do we dress up for the holiday? What do our costumes say about 
us? Why do we love to be frightened on this night in the year? We talk to a psychologist and a 
haunted attraction specialist about these issues, and also take a look at where some of our 
Halloween traditions came from. 
  
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests:  Ben Armstrong is co-owner of Netherworld Haunted House in 
Atlanta, and president of America Haunts, an organization of the top haunted attractions in the 
U.S.; Dr. Janina Scarlet is a clinical psychologist, scientist and self-proclaimed “full-time geek.” 
She’s also a practitioner of “Superhero Therapy,” and is coming out with a book by that title next 
July. 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 11:44 
Scary Critters: The truth about spiders and bats  
Compliance: eco-system & environment, health, psychology, wildlife, science 
 
Synopsis:  Two of the scariest symbols of Halloween are spiders and bats. They have bad 
reputations for not just being creepy, but dangerous. We get the straight scoop in these creepy 
critters from two experts in the fields of entomology and bats, and hear how both of these 
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creatures are not as scary as we think, but very beneficial members of the insect and animals 
worlds. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests:  Nancy Troyano is an entomologist and director of technical 
education and training for Rentokil North America; Merlin Tuttle is an ecologist, wildlife 
photographer, conservationist and author of the book, The Secret Lives of Bats: My adventures 
with the world’s most misunderstood mammals. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-44   
Sunday, November 1, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 11:31 
Jack London: Adventure author and social activist  
Compliance: literature, labor exploitation, agriculture, poverty  
 
Synopsis:  Author Jack London is known for his stories of adventure in the Klondike, the Yukon 
and other far-away places. Our guest, however, says these stories also reflect his desire to bring 
the plight of poor and exploited workers to the public’s attention. We’ll hear how London’s 
hardscrabble youth and physically demanding jobs informed his writing, and find out how the 
author used sustainable farming methods long before they became fashionable. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests:  Cecelia Tichi, William R. Kenan Jr. Professor of English and 
professor of American Studies at Vanderbilt University, author of the book, Jack London: A 
writer’s fight for a better America. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-45   
Sunday, November 8, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 10:27 
The Master Algorithm: Computers teach themselves and other computers 
Compliance: science & technology, healthcare, education, popular culture 
 
 Synopsis:  What would it be like to have a computer examine you and diagnose your illness? 
How about a robot making a reservation at an exciting new restaurant that is just perfect – without 
any direct input from you? Sound like science fiction? Well, our guest says that it already is…or 
soon will be…science fact. We talk to a computer scientist and author about the rise of computers 
that can learn on their own and then teach other computers to do the same. 
  
Host:  Gary Price.  Guest:  Pedro Domingos, professor of computer science at the University of 
Washington, author of the book, The Master Algorithm: How the quest for the ultimate learning 
machine will remake our world. 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 11:01 
The Kingdom of Ice: An early and dangerous expedition to the North Pole 
Compliance: science, military, exploration, climate, technology 
 
Synopsis:  Back in the 1870s and 80s, the north and south poles were as mysterious and 
intriguing to people as the moon and planets are to us today. Many expeditions tried – and most 
failed – to reach the North Pole, leaving scores of courageous sailors and their ships encased in 
the snow and ice. We talk to an author whose new book chronicles one of those voyages, about 
the adventure of arctic expeditions, and the men who risked their lives to find out what was 
actually on the top of the world. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guest:  Hampton Sides, author of In the Kingdom of Ice: The grand and 
terrible polar voyage of the USS Jeannette. 
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Viewpoints, Program #15-46   
Sunday, November 15, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:18 
Business Blunders: Cleaning up the mess  
Compliance: business, transportation, consumerism, crime, technology 
 
Synopsis: There have been a number of incidents recently where large companies or their 
spokespeople give the business a black eye by their manufacturing practices or illegal behavior. 
What can a business do to bounce back and once again create trust with its customers? Our two 
business specialist discuss the issue and offer advice about how companies can avoid problems 
with their brands as well as how to clean up the mess afterwards. 
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests: Zain Raj, author of Brand Rituals: How successful brands bond with 
customers for life. Edgar Papke, author of The Elephant in the Boardroom: How leaders use and 
manage conflict to reach greater levels of success.  
 
Segment 2 Duration: 10:21 
Somewhere There Is Still a Sun: A young boy’s Holocaust memoir  
Compliance: war, genocide, education, immigration   
 
Synopsis:  Although their numbers are dwindling every year, there are still many people alive 
today who remember and lived through the Holocaust during World War II. One of these men 
spoke to us about his experience as a young boy in a Czechoslovakian work camp, and how his 
mother – through hard work, quick thinking and just pure luck – managed to keep herself and her 
two children from the death camps in Poland. He also discusses the need for young people to 
learn about the Holocaust and the reasons why it happened. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guest: Michael Gruenbaum, author with Todd Hasak-Lowy of 
Somewhere There Is Still a Sun. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-47  
Sunday, November 22, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:25 
Sustainable, Ethically-Made Products are Good Gift Choices  
Compliance: agriculture, manufacturing, commerce, labor practices  
 
Synopsis: It’s almost time to head to the mall and check out the holiday decorations and pick up 
some presents for friends and family. A lot of people will be buying clothing, shoes, accessories 
and making sweets as gifts, thinking only about the cost and if the recipient will like it. Our guests 
say that you should also consider where the gift comes from, what it’s made of and how the 
workers who created it are treated. Our guests discuss the need for sustainable, ethically made 
gifts from clothing to jewelry to chocolate. 
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests: Kate Black, author of the book, Magnifeco: Your head-to-toe guide to 
ethical fashion and non-toxic beauty.  Amy Guittard, director of marketing for Guittard Chocolate 
Company, author of their new book, Guittard Chocolate Cookbook: Decadent recipes from San 
Francisco’s premium bean-to-bar chocolate company.   
 
Segment 2 Duration: 10:08 
Henry Clay: The great American statesman you should know more about  
Compliance: government, transportation, war, law, slavery  
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Synopsis:  Most of us have heard the name of Henry Clay, but he’s not one of the people we 
usually remember like we do George Washington or Thomas Jefferson. Our guest says that Clay 
was just as important to our nation as the founding fathers, and he discusses the great 
contributions this Speaker of the House made to keep our nation together, fight for justice, and 
create the foundations of our extensive modern U.S. transportation system. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guest: Harlow Giles Unger, author of Henry Clay: America’s greatest 
statesman 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-48  
Sunday, November 29, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 10:37 
All American Boys: Young people deal with race relations 
Compliance: race relations, law enforcement, crime, family issues  
 
Synopsis: How do young people deal with race in their lives? We aren’t born racist, so how do 
some of them become that way? We talk to two young readers authors about their new book that 
addresses the issue. We discuss how young people relate to those of different races, how 
friendship and loyalty can figure into how we think of race, and why we need to question our 
expectations of behaviors based on race. 
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests: Jason Reynolds, Brendan Kiely, authors of the young readers’ novel, 
All American Boys.  
 
Segment 2 Duration: 10:53 
What to Do When You’re New: Advice on navigating those tough situations? 
Compliance: business and employment, human relations, psychology 
 
Synopsis:  When you’re the new person at the office, in the neighborhood or at a party it can be 
an awkward situation, especially if you’re not the most gregarious person. Our guest discusses 
the issue and offers advice on how to navigate various situations when you’re the newbie in the 
room. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guest: Keith Rollag, Associate Professor of Management, and Chairman 
of the Management Division at Babson College, Wellesley, MA, and of author of What to Do 
When You’re New: How to be comfortable, confident and successful in new situations. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-49  
Sunday, December 6, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 9:49 
Cheddar: The iconic American cheese 
Compliance: agriculture, commerce, food & nutrition, entrepreneurs  
 
Synopsis:  This holiday season, there probably won’t be a celebration in the country that doesn’t 
contain cheese in some form or another. It’s one of America’s favorite snack foods, and cheddar 
is our favorite variety of the dairy product. But what is cheese? How is it made and how did 
cheddar get to be America’s iconic cheese? And how do “processed cheese food products” fit 
into the mix? Our guest is a cheese expert and will answer these questions and more! 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Gordon Edgar, cheese buyer at Rainbow Grocery in San 
Francisco and author of the book Cheddar: A journey to the heart of America’s most iconic 
cheese. 
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Viewpoints, Program #15-50  
Sunday, December 13, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:18 
Are We Obsessed with the Future and the Internet? 
Compliance: technology & innovation, communications, interpersonal relationships, addiction, 
business 
 
Synopsis:  We are a culture that’s obsessed with the future and technology.  We want to “seize 
the future” like no other generation before, and become available to anyone 24/7 through the 
internet, wifi and cell phones. Our guests address these phenomena and discuss why it’s 
happening and how concentrating too much on the future and the internet affects our world, our 
relationships and our lives.  
 
Host:  Gary Price.  Guests: Hal Niedzviecki, author of Trees on Mars: Our obsession with the 
future. Paul Andrew Sacco, PhD. Speaker, author of The Internet Apocalypse? 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 10:25 
The Racial Achievement Gap: Creating better schools for all 
Compliance: education, race, employment, cultural issues and inequality 
 
Synopsis:  There are many good schools that try to ensure that every student gets the best 
education possible and an equal opportunity to succeed in their studies and extracurricular 
activities. Our guest says that despite efforts on the part of school administrators and teachers, 
there is still a racial achievement gap in even the most diverse and progressive schools. We 
discuss why the gap exists, how it affects the lives of students during and after their school years 
are over, and what educators and the community can do to help students of all races and 
ethnicities achieve. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Amanda Lewis, Director of the Institute for Research on Race 
and Public Policy, University of Illinois-Chicago, and co-author with John B. Diamond of the book 
Despite the Best Intentions: How racial inequality thrives in good schools. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-51  
Sunday, December 20, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 1 Duration: 11:38 
A Pearl Harbor Christmas 
Compliance: international politics, military, consumerism, government  
 
Synopsis: Seventy-four years ago this month, the U.S. was attacked by Japan at Pearl Harbor, 
drawing the country into World War II.  We talk to an author about how FDR, Churchill, MacArthur 
and others planned for the war during those few weeks before the Christmas and New Year’s 
holidays. 
 
Host: Gary Price. Guest:  Stanley Weintraub, historian, author of Pearl Harbor Christmas: A world 
at war 1941. 
 
Viewpoints, Program #15-52  
Sunday, December 27, 5:00 a.m. 
 
Segment 2 Duration: 9:57 
Photographing the Beatles: A friend looks back 
Compliance: visual arts & music; popular culture; media & journalism  
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Synopsis: If you’re a Baby Boomer then you know all about the excitement and frenzy that 
occurred when the Beatles first arrived on the scene and traveled to America. We talk to a 
photographer who not only took many memorable pictures of the Fab Four, but who also became 
their good friend. We discuss what the musicians were like, how he gained their trust, what it was 
like to photograph the Beatles and other luminaries of the time, and how the profession of news 
photographer has changed in the last 50 years. 
 
Host:  Marty Peterson.  Guests: Henry Grossman, professional photographer of the Beatles and 
others, author of the photographic book, Places I Remember: My time with the Beatles.  
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PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS:  
 
Adventure Zone Xmas Village   74 recorded announcements 
Benefiting Million Koins for Kids   12/4-12/23 
 
EP Human Resources    4 recorded announcements 
Benefiting employment services   10/1-10/12 
 
Sunrise Yoga Festival    27 recorded announcements 
Benefiting Susan G. Komen Foundation  10/1-10/10 
 
YWCA “Walk A Mile in Her Shoes”  27 recorded announcements 
Benefiting Susan G. Komen Foundation  10/1-10/14 
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